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Chapter 421 Unidentified Subterranean Objects Five submarines could be seen
rapidly closing in on the laboratory on the radar.

“Ohno!” Lilith furrowed her brows. Ryan rushed into the room and said, “Professor
Snowden, several unidentified subterranean objects are approaching us swiftly.

They must have sensed the energy fluctuations here!” “They’re either here for the
controlled fusion technology, or they’re here because thenews of Lord Campbell’s
death has spread,” Lilith uttered. Ryan was stunned.

“How can that be?” “That means there’s a mole in Chiliad Avion!” Lilith narrowed
her eyes.

Three hundred nautical miles away fromPollerton were the international waters.
At that moment, an advanced destroyer was quickly nearing Reclamation Area
One. Everyone knew that controlled fusion technology was being researched at
Reclamation Area One. However, most thought that those were just rumors, and
many ignored them as a result. The question was—when did these people begin
believing in the rumors? Three months ago, they detected energy fluctuations
coming from Reclamation Area One.

It was then they were certain that Lord Campbell had truly obtained the controlled
fusion technology.

If that technology was released to the rest of the world, the world wouldcertainly
change drastically. First of all, super energy batteries would appear in the world.
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Then, a new power source would be found. Nuclear submarines were gradually
becoming obsolete.

Once a new super renewable energy that could be supported by controlled fusion
technology appeared, Yorksland’s international powerwould rise to unimaginable
levels. That was something all one hundred and seven countries would not allow
to happen. Nations’ Union had contacted Chiliad Avion several times as well,
hoping that the latter would share the technology with them. Yet, Chiliad Avion
had pushed the responsibility of the matter to Lord Campbell. Now that Lord
Campbell seemed to have died, those forces could not sit still anymore. They had
to get the controlled fusion technology while Donald was dead and before
Horizon Group could return. A large dark-skinned man who was 2-meter-tall with
a ferocious expression was standing in the destroyer. That man was Leviathan
the Sea Monster, also known as the King of the Sea.

He was also one of Atlantis’ men. Beside him was a man with a pipe between his
lips.

That man was Noahthe Parasite. Beside Noah was another man.

The other man was in a cloak and a straw raincoat, and he had a rusty sword
hanging by his waist. That man was the top fighter ofthe overseas Order of the
Infinite, Javon Waine. If one were to ask how impressive he was, someone would
answer them by saying that Javon was extremely powerful. The man had a power
level of eight hundred thousand.

He had fought the Golden Lord back then and managed to exchange a hundred
blows with the latter.

Javon was the only one known tobe capable of lasting that long in a fight with the
Golden Lord. “The Golden Lord is dead, and Lord Campbell is suspected to be
dead.
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Other than Nathan Collins and the few top-ranking government officials, no one’s
my match now.” Javon lifted his head, revealinga cross-shaped scar on his cheek
that added to his ferociousness. Even though his words were said in a soft tone,
the confidence he had was audible. “How does the man by Silas’ side, Francesco,
compare to you?” Noah asked. Francesco’s power level back then had been close
to a million as well. “Francesco has not engaged in any fight for a long time.

Most of the time, the Eighteen Copper Men that he trained are the ones to deal
with the affairs.

However, I doubt he’s a match for me.” The destroyer was getting closer and
closer, and it was already nearing Pollerton’s perimeters.

Pollerton’s destroyer appeared as well.

As it stopped by the perimeter, the man in the ship began shouting, “Attention, up
ahead is Pollerton’s perimeter.

Please return to your course.” The destroyer stopped, and Ryan let out a sigh of
relief.

The humongous Sea Monsterthen yelled, “Hand over the controlled fusion
technology, and we’ll depart immediately.

Lord Campbell is dead, and Horizon Group is stationed at Quadfield.

You won’t be able to defend this place well!” “Is that so?” Kingsley appeared on
the deck and coldly stared at Sea Monster.
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Chapter 422 Without Lord Campbell ”We’re not afraid of Horizon Group without
Lord Campbell around.” Sea Monstercackled. Indeed, Horizon Group was
terrifying only because of Lord Campbell. After all, he was the man who had the
highest power level that mankind had ever witnessed.

No one was scarier than him. “How dare a young boy like you call yourself
Wyvern King?” Javon took off his cloak to reveal his weary and fierce face.

“I’m going to kill you!” By then, Kingsley’s gaze was colder than ice.

He had received the news of Lord Campbell’s death, but he could not bring
himself to acceptit. Therefore, he was absolutely livid and on the verge of killing
someone. “Intruders shall die!” he uttered. Then, a blade slowly appeared in his
hands, glinting under the sun.

A beat later, he pointed it at Javon. Javon took off his cloak and began staring at
his opponent despite the distance between them.

In the next second, he jumped.

He leaped towardthe ocean, but instead of sinking, he stood on the surface of the
water. Everyone widened their eyes at that. This move had stunned many,
including Kingsley. Then, Javon made his move. He was moving at the speed of
light, and a white line appeared on the surface of the water before the seawater
split into two. He came running above the waves. “Oh my god, he’s this
powerful?” Ryan’s heart skipped a beat.
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“I’m afraid only Nathan will be able to defeat him!” Nathan was watching over
eight warzones, so he definitely would not beable to come back. In the blink of an
eye, Javon reached the destroyer that Kingsley was on, and he jumped aboard.
The entire destroyer shook tremendously, and Kingsley raised his Azure Wyvern
Blade to swing at the intruder. “Die!” Javon uttered, expressionless as he swung
his rusty steel sword. A loud clang sounded out, and Kingsley was sent flying.

He even almost lost his grip on the Azure Wyvern Blade.

On the other hand, Javon was collected, andhe continued charging toward
Kingsley with his steel sword aimed at the latter’s throat. Kingsley’s eyes turned
red, and he lunged toward Javon again. However, just as Kingsley rose to his feet,
Javon’s hand shot out and smacked Kingsley’s chest. “Urk!” Kingsley retched up a
mouthful of blood and collapsed on the deck.

However, his eyes remained wide, and the look in them remained furious.

“Is that all you’ve got? Horizon Group withoutLord Campbell is a bunch of useless
trash,” Javon commented before turning to look in the direction of the land
reclamation project. Dozens of Azure Wyvern Guards rushed over, but before they
could get close to Javon, Javon casually swung his rusty sword. A dark red line
cut through the air, and more than a dozen Azure Wyvern Guards were instantly
beheaded. “How dare you?” Kingsley bellowed. However, Javon was too
powerful.

He was the top fighter of the overseas Order of the Infinite, and his master was
none other than Quadruple-crowned King, Caleb Infield.

He was the man who had emerged asthe victor in four seasons of a competition
held by an overseas organization meant to rate the power levels of various
individuals.
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Thus, he was known to others as the Quadruple-crowned King. Just as Javon
was about to end Kingsley’s life, Leviathan suddenly said, “The energyfluctuations
have suddenly risen by a few levels. We should leave first. Something’s up.”

Javon frowned and pressed his earpiece.

“What’s going on?” “I don’t know, but the radiation levels are off the charts.

If we continue to stay here, we’ll suffer from radiation poisoning,” Leviathan said
to him as he looked at the monitors inthe destroyer. “I’ll kill you next time.” Javon
shot Kingsley a look before departing. Lilith had noticed the strange situation in
the laboratory as well.

“Why are the radiation levels suddenly spiking?” There was still no change in
Donald’s vitals, but the radiation levels in his room were skyrocketing.

However, they soon dieddown. Lilith knitted her brows, confused by the situation.
“What’s going on?” Ryan entered the room.
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